WELCOME TO THE “ANY LENGTHS” ONLINE MEETING OF ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. MY NAME IS __________, I AM AN ALCOHOLIC and your meeting chair today. We meet here to stay connected with the Fellowship and to support the daily maintenance of our spiritual condition.

Now, let us begin with a moment of silence for those who still suffer in and out of the rooms, and then together say the Serenity Prayer. [prayer]

[after prayer]
Would everyone now please mute for the rest of the meeting, except when sharing or greeting. Mute and unmute yourself using the microphone icon. Also, for sharing in large meetings, it is helpful to use the blue “Raise Hand” feature under “Participants.”

And now…
__________ has kindly offered to read the AA Preamble.
__________ has kindly offered to read How It Works. [OR The Twelve Traditions]
__________ has kindly offered to read today’s Daily Reflection.

Is anyone here new to AA … or, coming back to the program … who would like to introduce themselves so we may welcome you?

Do we have any non-AA visitors?

Does anyone have an AA milestone or birthday they’d like to share with the group?

Now, unless someone has a specific topic they’d like to suggest __________, let’s share on the Daily Reflection (pasted in the chat window), this month’s step, or on your solutions in sobriety today. [suggest Step 1 topic if several newcomers are attending]

Please do not share more than once unless everyone has had a chance to share. When sharing, please focus on your own experience, strength and hope. Please avoid crosstalk, such as giving advice, criticizing or interrupting when someone is sharing. The meeting is now open for shares up to ___ mins. After this you will hear a gentle tone from our time keeper.

[script continues on next page...]

PLEASE LEAVE 3 MINUTES TO WRAP UP & CLOSE THE MEETING ON TIME

Revised 07/13/2020
Our time for today is up. Thank you _______, today’s Tech Host, ________ for Screen Sharing and ___________ for being our time keeper. Also thank you [each reader] and everyone who attended.

If you have a year or more of continuous sobriety, have completed the steps, and are available to sponsor, please type your name in the chat box along with a way to contact you.

Announcements:

Are you interested in being of service or contributing to our group?

- Go to our website, any-lengths.org, to participate. Review the service roster, download the service positions pdf; training is available.
- 7th Tradition contributions can be made using Zelle until PayPal is set up
- Celebrate your AA birthdays & sobriety milestones with us using an online form
- Submit agenda items for our business meeting the 2nd Saturday of each month

- Are there any other AA-related announcements?

If you have time to chat, stay on after we close the meeting in the “parking lot” - we stick around for about 15 minutes for informal conversation. Please be considerate if you do, avoiding gossip or discussing people who aren’t present. Anonymity keeps our meetings a safe place. What you hear here and who you see here, let it stay here.

Today's closing passage will be read by ________________.

Now, after a moment of silence, let’s unmute and close with the WE version of the Serenity Prayer. [prayer]